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Sexual Assault Recommendations
Reviewed by President Copeland

Trade and Commerce Bectiire
First 'of Great Decisions Series

Committee Sees Need for Single Document

SI
5

In the report, the commiuee
tocurrentpolicies,pn
cedures and programs, and also comments on the strengths of existing efforts to combat sexual assault '
'
The committee devotes the most
space, in its recommendations to a
discussion of sexual assault policies:
recom-mendschang-

1

Congressman Ralph Regula and U.SIJndersecretary for InternationalTrade. J. Michael Farren,
Tuesday night.-- - Photo by Josh Fagans- - CI ablt Auditorium
J CJt
yUL4IIViii livn
Responding to audience criticisms isting economy, and' to ."upgrade
LAUREN COHEN
of Bush who denounced -- the , worker's skills." To meet tne deVoice Mews Editor
Ralph Regula, and President's conduct in Japan, Farren sires we have in terms of quality of
,
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. Congressman
Under Secretary for International
Trade J. Michael Farren addressed
n audience in Gault Auditorium of
Scfiaae rail l uesaay nigra.
Their speeches, the firsttwoof the
Great Decisions 1992 lecture series,
and
fnratml nrimarilvJ on budzet
V
f
trade issues as they affect United
States domestic policies.

noted that the chilly response the
United States negotiators received
in Tokyo was a result of the different
tactics employed in these talks.
According to Farren, at no other
time in the history of United States'
negotiations with Japan has any
President approached the Japanese
with economics as his primary disSpeaking to the topic "U.S. cussion point "Economic competition has truly replaced military comnbUUO AAWilWJWV
Priorities." Regula and Farren de- petition," stated Farren.
Congressman Ralph Regula,
voted considerable time to the disexperience in trade and
whose
cussion of the faltering United States
economy but balanced their lectures commerce policy is considered
simiby presenting several instances of fairly extensive, addressed
attenlar issues, with increased
positive economic growth trends.
memtion to domestic needs. "Whether
many
Ofparticular concern to
we like it or not, we're in a global
audibers of the mostly
Regula,
ence was the recent trip to Japan and marketplace." he stated.
in his
President
the
supports
also
three, other countries (Australia,
and
markets
open
establish
to
Singapore, and Korea) rnade by Presi- efforts
other
with
barriers
trade
dent George Bush and an entourage of to eliminate
countries in order to foster economic
advisors and media liaisons.
need to
Farren, who accompanied Bush growth in our own. "We
economic
on this trip, praised the President for have an economy with
prosperity,"
his initiative and stated that the trip growth and a sense of
.
Regula.
stated
well." Calling trade
Within the boundaries of the
"the driving force for economic
identified a
growth," Farren stressed that United States, Regula
which he
living
of
standard
Bush's trip was necessary if the certain
or
constant
remain
see
would like to
United States hopes to
Regula
this,
a positive rebound from the improve. Yet. to do
stressed the need to improve the ex
economic recession.
-
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non-stude-

went-extrero-
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Social Respmhity.ectionPC be '
revised to contain a specific section
on sexual assault and another, separate section on sexual harassment
A need for more specific and ex-

JUDY NICHOLS
Voice Staff Writer
President Henry Copeland reviewed his ad hoc committee's recommendations for changes in sexual
assault policies, procedures and programs over winter break.
The ad hoc committee, composed
of faculty, staff and students, met
throughout last semester to discuss
the issue of sexual assaulton campus.
The group submitted its recommendations to President Copeland on
December 17, and the report is now
available on closed reserve in
Andrews Library for all to read.
es

The report's fu'pointTeads; "there
is a need for a single document that
defines the College'spolicy on sexual
assault and that its policies on sexual
assault and sexual harassment should
life will necessarily mean that we be presented in separate documents."
This Dart of the report also recom- -'
have economic growth."
The lecture concluded with a mends that the College's Code of
lengthy question and answer period,
in which students and members of
the community challenged the views
of both speakers. .
The speakers entertained many dif.
ficult questions, including several SEAN HARRIS
which denounced the inflated wages Voice Staff Writer
The federal government allocated
of the Chief Executive Officers of
many United States corporations. To roughly $18.4 billion in financial
-this Regula replied, "I'm not going aid during the 1 99 1 1 992 school year
to get into defending CEO's pay any and is slated to match that amount
year, according to
for the 1992-199- 3
more than I willj athletes."
Society
of Certified PublisOhio
The
Speaking to a small group of
exAccountants.
lic
teners after the forum, Farren
With 13.6 million U.S.citizens conpressed his feelings about the questheir education beyond high
tinuing
tions asked during this period.
He admitted that he was not op- school. The Ohio Society of CPA's
type
posed to entertaining the audience's encourages those seeking some
soon
as
apply
to
views on potential solutions to the of federal assistance
thestrain placed
trade deficit and other economic as possible because of
in the upproblems. ,but added that he saw a on federal grants and loans
coming year.
real danger in that many of the

plicit sexual assault policies is another
concern of the commiuee, although
the report does not offer any definitions of various sexual assault terms.
The report does, however, call for
clear definitions of various sexual
assault-relate- d
crimes and a listing of
their civil penalties as specified in the
Ohio Revised Code.
Along similar lines, the committee
sees a need for the College to give a
clear indication of the varying degrees of severity associated with various types of sexual assault,
In its discussion of sexual assault
procedures, the committee recom-men"prioritization of sexual as- sault cases as an explicit and formal
partof Judicial Board procedure "At
The same rime, tnough,he committee- requests "a discussion of the limitations of Judicial Board (and Dean's .
hearings) in sexual assaultcases, particularly when they involve the commission of felonies." ,
The report calls, for fm
ds

;

Continued on page
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Government Offers Financial
Aid for College Tuition

;

teed Student Loans), PX.U.S. loans

and Supplemental Student Loans,

which usually carry higher interest
rates than the Stafford, the Pell Grant
which awarded a maximum of $2,400
school year.and
2
during the
programs.
various other cam
tomostfederalstudemaidprograms,
award amounts are based on the financial need of the student Other factors
regulating eligibility include U.S. citizenship, and a high school diploma or
a General Education Degree certificate. For students that do not have
either of these, a test has been designed
to measure their capability to prosper
from the type of education they are
In some programs, academic
seeking.
The application deadline for student
an eligibility factor as well.
is
progress
1 1992, but because of the
he has spoken with do not seem to aid is May ,
these aidawards,
Toapplyforanyof
it is
understand that there really is a possibility of a funds shortage, ear- applications can be obtained from the
advisable to submit applications
problem that needs attention.
aid and Financial Aid Office. The available
The next lecture in the series. lier to receive certain types of
forms include the Application for FedThe Middle East After Desert avoid suchis shortages.
Single-fi-le
a broad range of federal eral and State Student Aid,
There
Storm," will be held Tuesday,
Stafford Form,Family Financial Statement and
January 28 at 7:30 p.m., in Gault studentaid available including
the Financial Aid Form.
Loans (formerly known as Guaran
stu-dentsand"twenty-somethi- ng"adults

Auditorium.

1991-199-
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Copeland Satisfied With Committee?s Father Daniel Berrigan Speaks
on 'The Season of me Sword'

Continued from page

1

in boch Judicial Board and Dean's
Hearings, and declares that student
awareness needs to be increased
about Security staff procedures in
sex oal assault cases.
Also discussed in this section is
the establishment of a "survivor's
support system." which would assist
victims through the medical, counseling and legal processes following
a sexual assault incident.
The committee recommends in
.

its review of sexnal assault programs that information on sexual
assault should be included in any

tioned are programs to train members of the Dean's staff and the

resi-den- ce

hall staff, new programs in residence halls, and procedures in the Security office and Hygeia.
President Copeland praised the re-

port as a "thorough and thoughtful
examination., that merits a lot of

Satisfied with the
committee's work. President
attention."

Copeland has moved toward implementation of many of the report's
recommendations.
This job is made easier by the fact
that many of the recommendations
had already begun to be implemented
prior to submittal. A "survivor's
support system" training seminar,
for example, is currently underway.
orientation inThis year, first-yecluded a program on sexual assault,
and residence halls and small houses
do have sexual assault programming.
Other recornmendations in the re-

campus programming on drug and
alcohol use.
Mandatory programs on sexual
orientaassault as a part of first-yetion, along with yearly programs on
sexual assault in all residence halls
and small houses, are other recommendations.
The committee concludes its re- port, however, will require more disport by emphasizing the strengths of cussion before implementation begins.
existing programs and policies. Men President Copeland has met with Ken
ar

ar

Plusquellec, Dean of Students, other
members of the Dean's Staff, and
Deborah Hilty, secretary of the college, to decide who needs to be in
cluded in discussions about certain
recommendations.
Some aspects of the report will
need to be referred to the College's
legal council, while other sections
will be handled by Campus Council.
Deborah Hilty, who handles the
College's policies, will be actively
involved in discussions, along with
Plusquellec and the Dean's Office.
One section receiving consider
able attention is the committee's rec
ommendation for a single document
defining the College's policy on
sexual assault. President Copeland
commented that more discussion
would need to take place before
implementation begins.
Plusquellec remarked that discus
sion of the report has just begun, but
that he and others on the committee
are initially pleased with Copeland 's
reception of the recommendations.

Around the World in Seven Days

BARB HEWITT
Special to the Voice

The College oFWoosier's Lnicx-national Week will take place from
January 26 - February 2. International Week is an annual event sponsored by the Office of International
Student Affairs and is designed to
increase knowledge and appreciation of other cultures.
The week's events will include a
variety of speakers,
programs, films, and other activities
designed to increase awareness of
cultural diversity and international
issues.
This year's theme, "Around the
World in Seven Days," is indicative
of the great variety of events which
will occur throughout the week.
The week's events will begin on
cross-cultur- al

Monday with a workshop entitled
"Strategies for Finding Employment
tbroad," which is being organized
by the Career Development and
Placement Office.'
.
This will be followed by a Keynote Address delivered by Barbara
Ferris, the current Women in Development Coordinator for the Peace
Corps. Ms. Ferris has worked on
community development and equity
issues worldwide for over a decade.
Her address, "Holding Up Half the
Sky." will take place at 7:00 p.m. in
the Gault Recital HalL
The remaining days of the week
will each have a regional theme.
Americas Day (Tuesday). Africa Day
(Wednesday). Asia Day (Thursday),
and Europe Day (Friday) will each
programs
offer culturally-specif- ic

NEW ENGMND SUMMER JOBS! '
YMCA CAMP JEWELL, CONNECTICUT'S FINEST
RESIDENT AND TRIPPING CAMP. "MEMORIES THAT
;
LAST A LIFETIME" WORKING WITH CHILDREN
CABIN COUNSELORS,
AGES 6.
SPECIALIZED IN BIKING, TRIPPING, WATERFRONT,
SAILING, RIDING, SOCCER, CRAFTS,
ROCK CLIMBING, TENNIS NEEDED AS WELL AS
VILLAGE DIRECTORS. AGGRESSIVE CAMP SALARIES TO S2000. SHANNON AND PAUL ON CAMPUS
WEDNESDAY, FEB. 5. COME OVER AND SEE US
AT LOWRY STUDENT CENTER, OR WRITE:
CAMP JEWELL, COLEBROOK, CT. 06021. E.OJE.

includin tradidonai dances, certmo-- .
nies, films, and other events.

i

Weekend events will round out
the International Week activities.
On Saturday the International
Student Association will be host
ing international students from

other colleges at the "Cultural
Survival Conference." . .
The conference events will be open
to all interested people. The Interna
tional Fashion Show win take place
at 6:00 pjn. on Saturday, followed
by the ISA
dance in
Babcock Dining Hall.
The closing event for International Week will be the Interna
tional Dinner, which will take
place on Sunday February 2, at
5:00 p.m. in Mackey Hall. Tickall-camp- us

ets may be purchased at the
Lowry Center Front Desk beginning January 27. .
Brochures listing all International
Week activities will also be available at the Lowry Front Desk.
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DANA DE WEESE
Voice News Editor
Father Daniel Berrigan, theologian-in-residenand noted poet and peace
activist spoke to the campus and community Wednesday night on the topic
"A Peacemaking Christian in a
Warmaking Society."
In his lecture, Berrigan quoted the
words of Old Testament prophet
Isaiah as he asked the public to "beat
their swords into plowshares."
Gting the Korean War. Cold War
and last year's strife in the Persian
Gulf as examples, Berrigan said too
often violence is used as a peacekeeping measure.
He ci ted the War of Assyria, which
broke out while Isaiah was alive.
Berrigan noted that it was not the
first time human beings fought violence with violence, and that little
has changed since the years before
Christ.
While Isaiah's oracle discourages
fighting as a way to maintain peace.
few churches have taken a stand against
war and nuclear threats. Berrigan ex

uontoGod. For himselfand Isaiah, be
said, they are one and die same.
Berrigan told the story

ce

pressed disappointment in the number
of Christians who choose to separate
public responsibility front their devo

of a young

child who helped his family plow the
fields, arid who saw the Earth as bountiful, until his brothers went away to
war and gave up farming for swords
and guns. Berrigan said that in a
warmaking society, people are forced
to give up the toolset social improve-ment

and replace them with the weap-

ons of war.
When a nation enters a war, "The
must lay down the plow
the sword, or else," be
up
take
and
said. "It's always the season of the
able-bodi-

sword."
Berrigan summoned the murdered
Jesuits and women in El Salvador,
as well as priests, sisters, prisoners,
his family and memaudience,'
all who have
the
bers of
"laid their hammer to the sword,"
and urged them to continue living up
to the ideals of the oracle.
When asked whether individuals
or institutions should bear responsibility for such action. Berrigan said
peace should begin at the grassroots
level, with individuals, not with governments or the United Nations.
ex-prison-

.

ed

ers,

China and UJS. Compared in Lecture
ALEAR.HENLE
Voice Staff Writer
The College of Wooster is host to
Professor Liu Chunbao, Visiting
Scholar at Wooster, under the auspices of the United Board of Christian Higher Education in Asia for the
2
school year. Liu is a mem
ber of the faculty of Nanjing University, in Nanjing China, and a profes
sor of English in the Applied Foreign
Language Department of that university. At Wooster; he is carrying out
scholarly work and serves as a primary source for anyone interested in
China.
Professor Liu has written numer
ous articles, as well as a few books.
Titles of his articles include "How to
Spell English Words Correctly" and
"Be Careful About Connotations."
to the first of a series of lectures on
China titled. The History and Culture
of China, Professor Liu drew comparisons between China and the
United States. He began the
lecture by stating many of
the differences between the two coun
tries. These differences include the
political structures of the two states.
The United States is a free democ
racy with a heterogeneous population and a cufcure oriented around the
individual. It has only existed for just
over two hundred years. In contrast.
1991-199-

well-attend-

ed

China is a patriarchal totalitarian
state with a homogeneous population and a culture emphasizing
the collective good. It is an old

country with over 4000 years of
recorded history.
Despite the many differences.
Professor Liu spoke of the many
similar characteristics shared by
the two countries.
The U.S. and China both possess
mountains and arid lands in the west,
hills and plains in the east, and overall similarly varied climates.
The U.S. has the Great Lakes, the
fourth longest river in the world (the
Mississippi), and the Grand Canyon. Chjna has five freshwater lakes
scattered along the Yangtze River,
the third longest river in the world,
and Ml Everest
Contrary to appearances. China
has only 2 percent more land than

the United States. This two percent is roughly the size of the
state of Ohio. According to Liu.
Ohio has stranger weather than
Nanjing, his home in China. Until coming to Wooster, Liu had
never seen a place where snow
was accompanied by bright sunshine!
In terms of population, the U.S.
has only approximately 22
per-Continu- ed

on page 3

TCofflpsonAsst Dean of Students, Resigns Position
student Activities, will be taking over
ANN SCHMTTZ
Thompson's responsibilities with
Staff Writer
. Peter Thompson, assistant dean of Greek organizations. Administrative
students, officially resigned last week intern Colleen Conway and Adam
for personal reasons, according to the Geary will continue their work with
Dean of Students, Ken Plusquellec.
Given the timing of Thompson's
decision, action has been taken to distribute Thompson's responsibilities
among various membersof the administration, as a temporary solution. Bob
Rodda, director of Lowry Center and

SGA Book

the Wooster Volunteer Network while
administrative input will come from
Barbara Hewitt of the Career Development and Placement Center. Finally, Plusquellec will increase his involvement with the Student Government Association.

When contacted about the effects of
Thompson's resignation, PlusqoeHec
stated, xi is douwiui mat nis position
will be filled by a new individual this
semester. The interview process takes
time and it would be difficult to have
someone come in
Plusquellec went on to say that he was
very confident in the staff members
who are filling in on Thompson's responsibilities. . He. .considers all involved competent and professional. ,

vm,J

mid-semeste- r."

Ml

Meets Initial Success

Buy-Bac- k

student affairs, said, "More that fifty
books were exchanged through the
program.'
Because of the initial success of
the program, the SGA will be sponk
at the end of
soring a book
the current semester, as well as during the first week of the Fall '92
program offered by the Flok
semester.
rence O. Wilson Bookstore.
Robb DeGraw, SGA President,
the first studThe SGA
ent-run
program of its kind, allowed explained that books listed at the end
students to list books they were offer- of this semester will be available next
ing for sale. Persons who located fall. Werecognize that many courses
are only offered during certain sebooks they wanted to purchase conmesters," DeGraw said, ?so we will
the
selling
book.
tacted the student
Lisa Ostermueller. vice president for save the list of books fjrom year to
1 'r '
TilKittrLS til fv.iv.jit', rlv Mi.i-WSGA RELEASE
The Student Government Associak
tion recently held its first book
program, which began at the
end of semester one and continued
the first week of semester two. The
event served as an alternative to the

:

buy-bac-

buy-bac-

buy-bac-

.

buy-bac- k,

year. Students whose books have not
been purchased may have a better
chance in the Fall when their courses

are offered again."
The SGA hopes to expand the book
buy-bac-

k

program in the spring to

include more thambooks. "We will
allow students to list lofts, refrigerators, stereos, and other items they
wish to sell," said SGA public relations director, Eugene DePasquale.
Students who are either interested
in listing items for sale or purchasing
prok
items through the book
gram are encouraged to contact the,
SGA:oiTjce-'a- t
CxnsiQh;2773- - - ,
buy-bac-

:

'.iW.i-T-- v

Second Lefctureon GhhiaSchedu

Pnnrintipri from nape 2

6 percent of
the population and are considered ethnic minorities. China's racial strife is
primarily based on problems of borders and religious differences.
The second of ten lectures, tided
Of which 55 compriseonly

cent of China's 2 billion people. In
terms of urbanization, the Chinese
people are 80 percent rural, while
' Americans are concentrated, 73 percent, in cities. The populations of
both China and the United States are
concentrated on the eastern lands,
with the exception of the highly
populated U.S. state of California.
Liu addressed another characteristic that China shares with the U.S. and
the world at large: racial strife. Within
its borders, China is inhabited by ap1

proximately 56 different ethnic groups,
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CITY INCLUDES 7 NIGHTS, FREE BEACH PARTY, FREE
NIGHT CLUB ADMISSIONS AND MORE! BOOK WITH

mation of the natural world
1992
A Mellon Symposium-Sprin- g
-.
philosoSagofT,
will host Mark
riwr I Tnivprdtv of Maryland.
on Monday, January 27 at 7:30 pjn.
The topic will oe "Biotecnnoiogy
and the Environment."

JAMAICA FROM $439 ,
CANCUN FROM $429
FLORIDA FROM SI 1 9"
TRAVEL FREE! .
ORGANIZE A SMALL
GROUP, FOR INFO AND
. RESERVATIONS CALL

'
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SPRING BREAK FROM $199

approaches to the human transfor-

SPRING BREAK f92

--

.

CANCUN, BAHAMAS, DAYTONA AND PANAMA

HumanNature Interdisciplinary

--

"FAMILY PLANNING: Why is it
that 'One Child Policy' has won support from the Chinese people, especially the educated people?" is scheduled for Tuesday, January 28, at 7:30
in Lean Lecture Hall.

r.

Douglas Massey, sociologist at the University of Chicago, presented "Segregation and the Making of the Underclass" Tuesday
Photo by Josh Fagans.
night, in Lean Lecture Room. -

;
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MICHAEL MATTISON
Ah. it is that lime of year again.
The time when slogans hang in
the air. rhetoric is on the tip of
every tongue, polls are showing,

and promises bloom,
and proud. That's right it's
CAMPAIGN SEASON. The lime
perd
of year when
get
to
and
try
sons press the flesh
is
it
the feel of the public (or
pressing the public and trying to
get the feel of flesh?). Although
the New Hampshire primary is
only a couple of weeks away, it is
never to early to start politician
watching. So here, for your convenience, is a guide to those ever
full-bodi-

ef
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Abdul Rashid

vided into two select groups (or
genera, for those of you intent on
carrying this Latin motif to the
extreme), the first of which is
commonly known as " Democrats'
enfeeblis," several species of
which have recently been spotted in New Hampshire.

Bill

Arts & Entertainment Editor
PbYto"

so abundant, "Polilicus immoralis."
The "Politicus" family is di-

"Frontus

runneris"

Clinton: has been quite common
in Arkansas for the past several
years, now wishes to migrate east.
Well known for his lung capacity, and verbal inducement to
sleep (although able to incite applause with mere utterance of
phrase "in conclusion"). Has recently been questioned on mating habits, and it is yet unknown
if this strain is truly monogamous. Definitely denies any common characteristics with its li

non-politic-

Continued on page 5
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Tkt Woosier Vote is a newspaper of the
College of Wooster ctmunmnky. managed
and produced exclusively by undents. The
Vote if published each Friday daring the
academic fchool year, except daring ex-r- -.
jmi and baeak period. . Opinions
exprcssedhercsn art not aeceuanly those
cf
of the student body, facahy. college
the Vc staff. Bylined pieces
refkaooJydw opinions of the writers. Tkt
Wootttr Voict encourages all typed, double-space- d
laaers to S editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters mM contain the
writer's full name. address.fld telephone
number in order lo be considered for publication. Lenert most be received by 3 p.m.
on Taesday to be considered for the foilow-sa- g
Friday 's publication), The Voict staff
reserves ihe right to hold or edit any letter
wfcica it iccerves. Subscription lo Tkt
Wootur Voict are $30 per year and $20 per
semester. Overseas subscriptions are S30.
Subscription orders and other coensncatary
should be addressed uk
TV Wootur Voict
admin-istration.-

BoxC-31S7.Ca-

W.

Wooster.OH 44691
(216)263-259- 1
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M and KmSaHv!!!
"intellectual"
But "coherent"
are hardly accurate descriptions of the
lives we lead. It is
chaotic
difficult to produce a single coherent
thought, much less a coherent system
of thought, while rushing madly from
one obligation to the next. This is the
dilemma we face.
Historically, a lack of leisure time
time.
contributed to preventing various
perhas
knows
us
Each of at CD.W.
groups
of people from realizing their
no
have
we
course,
that
fectly well, of
potential. It is the key explacreative
stuffed
time. The hours of our days are
by Virginia Woolf of
homegiven
nation
to the brim with classes, labs,
wrote books until
rarely
women
work, studying, jobs, extracurricular why
commitments, reading assignments, the twentieth century. People who are
economically suffer the
reading assignments, and reading as- not well-osame problem today. Working endsignments.
Our almost universal standard con- less hours both on and off the job just
dition is that of being overwhelmed to acquire the necessities for survival;
with things lo do. drained, exhausted, leaves little opportunity or energy for
and generally stressed nourishing the mind.
Metaphorically.our situation as stuwithin a few precarious inches of our
physical and psychological breaking dents is similar. Our definition of
survival is not physical, but academic
point.
"Leisure" is a word practically gone and eventually professional. Cerfrom our vocabulary. Most people tainly, effective time management
it would be difficult not needs to be learned in college, if not
realize this
living
It -i but have yet to "sooner .Yej this brand, of survival
lo.while
appreciate the full implications of the should not absorb so much of our
.

mm

GINA M. BOMBACI
Recently we have ail been exposed
to a great deal of debate cotxxrning the
current state of liberal arts education.
In the furor over issues of free speech
and curriculum content, an important
factor of a different nature has been
completely overlooked. That factor is

am

.

Si

day-to-d-

ay

ff

steep-deprive-

d,
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problem.
A liberal arts education is supposed
to be primarily intellectual in content.
Presumably, we have chosen to anend
Wooster, rather than taking a professional-school
shortcut to big bucks or
opting for a less expensive public
because of a desire to expand
abroad base of
our minds.
knowledge, critical thinking and comin-stitut-

ion,

Devekg

munication skills, and a coherent
world-vie- w
are. after all. the major
purposes
1

Editor-in-Chi-

ed

bidinous cousin, Gary Donnas
riceus" Hart.
Bob "Purple heartus" Kerry:
perhaps the most physical of the
species. Kerry is usually found
with war record in hand and
strong policy on lips. Voting for
Kerry might be analogous to buying a Soloflex; it will probably
make you tougher, but will it
make you any better? Recovering from a bout of Wingeritis,
which brings on a severe dislike
of Timothy Hutton movies.
Jerry "Newus ageis" Brown:
the most intriguing of the species, prefers the periphery of reality and the voting public. Last
sighted campaigning before a
group of crystal healers. Previously prominent in California,
where he once discussed the invasion of Nevada (seriously!).
Although considered by some as
valuable for bringing a
approach to politics, he is
questioned on credibility; a
former Democratic .' money-ma- n
who now eschews big business in
politics. Recent conversions are
difficult to impress upon the voting public unless the conversion
is simple, such as acting to running the country.
Paul " Massachusetts" Tsongas:
not to be confused with Mikus
Dukakis (a closely related species) although each has problems
carrying anything heavier than
four or five states. Tsongas was
the first to hatch this season, and

of liberal arts education.

J

time as to leave us leisureless and,
therefore, unable to open ourselves
to the intellectual inspiration that
comes only with quiet reflection.
Our minds are then impoverished,
which is surely antithetical to the
spirit of liberal education.
A problem with sources as diverse
stress is
as those of
unusually difficult to suggest specific actions for. As its victims,
however, we should be aware of its
crippling consequences.
time-consumi-
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Response to Mail Room Guidelines
beverages may no be advertised
in any campus stuffings." These are astounding regulations! What standards are to be
used by this super judge in deciding what is "proper" and what
is not? Are condom ads acceptable? Or tobacco ads? What
about surveys conducted by stument is final with respect to ma- dents in the course of I.S. asking
terials which can be "stuffed" into personal questions of students?
I do hope that it is possible to
student mailboxes.

As a faculty member, I must express considerable concern over the
guidelines which have just recently
been issued regulating the operation
of the campus post office.
These guidelines have been ere
a ted, at the least, a new censor on
campus, and at the worst, a new'
whose judgesuper-policem-

an

rethink and withdraw these regulations. They clearly were drawn up
without much concern foreither First
Amendment issues or for the values
which have traditionally prevailed
on this campus.

The regulations state that "the content of materials to be stuffed must
be reviewed and approved by the
ppst office manager. It is highly
recommended that the content of
the stuffing be discussed with or
shown to the manager prior to
printing the material. Alcoholic

.

J.E.Perley
Professor of Biology

Students Must Respect Performers
was embarrassed for the College at the behavior of a large
number of people in the audience
at the Odetta concert on Monday.
Jan. 20.
I'm not sure if this behavior
was caused by outright rudeness
of by ignorance.'so f6r thti
don't know how to act when a
performance is live rather than
Memorex or MTV, here are a few
guidelines:
1. In a live performance, a person, or group of persons, is trying to communicate with you. To
get the most out of the experience you have to interact with
the performer. You can do this
by having An open mind, respecting the performer- as a person,
and paying attention.
2. Leaving while the performer
is singing our playing is rude.
It's like walking out while some
I

se-tira-

F

--

-

one is speaking to you. It also
distracts those seated around you,
but more importantly it distracts
the performer and can affect the
quality of the performance. The
only good reasons for adults to
leave. while someone is singing
and caring
are-- physical-illnes- s
:
. : v
children.
small
for
3. If you've decided you can't
learn anything from what the performer is offering you, stay in your
seat until a natural break occurs,
such as an intermission, or at the
very least, the end of a song.
Technical problems also made the
concert difficult for Odetta and the
audience. It would have been nice if
the people running the sound board
would have acted decisively too resolve the problems as soon as they
were apparent.

i

-i-

.i-

Continued from page 4

thus attracted early attention, even
though most people responded to
the news with "Who?!?"
Now mostly hidden by the collage of competitors, Tsongas should
gain lasting fame since contributing
the only word other than "orange"
which has no known rhyme.
Torn "Breadus butteris" Harkin:
commonly identified by loosened
collar and rolled-u- p shirt sleeves.
and forceful when cord
nered, but lacks sufficient plumage
for a colorful campaign.
--

Hard-nose-

Overall the "Democratus"
strain is known for eclectic pers,
and
sonalities,
a
federal
on
voter appeal
blue-collar-

low-watta- ge

...

SpanKy Speaks Out on the Hyde Amendment
MARC OSGOODE SMITH
I ran into my good buddy.

Spanky McBride, the other day.
He was standing on a soap box in
the middle of Beall Avenue; you
know, that middle lane that cars
use to turn into Lowry and Severance. He was uttering something
about Thomas Paine. Thomas
Jefferson, and James Madison.
He must be crazy. I thought.
He was being
At first I thought initiation, but
Spanky already went through that
last year. He was in the position
to give the grief, and not receive
yet, and
it. It wasn't mid-terhe couldn't have any papers due,
so I knew that he hadn't lost it.
So during a break in traffic. I ran
to the middle of the street and asked
him what he was doing in the middle
of Beall.
"Exercising my First Amendment
rights."
gender-exclusiv-

Well yes, Spanky. The First
bility applies to him anywhere. He
and the Amendment is outdated; designed
can be in the middle of
College's restrictions on free speech by a bunch of racist, white males,
would still technically apply - at who laid down the basis for government-oppression.
least if he signed a housing contract. sanctioned
going
you
to class,
been
"Oops," said Spanky. He got Haven't
down, and pulled me off to the edge Spanky?
"Uh, I'm a Studio Art major. We
of the sidewalk on the Lowry side.
"No administrators on this side..." don't talk a lot, we create."
Well if you went to Kauke once in
Spanky, I asked, what's the proba while, you would realize that as a
lem?
"I read about that Hyde Amend- higher ed intellectual, the First
ment last week, ya know, 'bout how Amendment is unnecessary here. It
that dude who wants to give college doesn't matter that people write
students First Amendment protec- anonymous letters to the Voice in
it doesn't
fear of being
tion..."
whispers
in
talk
people
matter that
Yeah.
"And, I can't believe that colleges so they won't be overheard and
are against it They keep telling us busted, itjust matters that people say
that we have freedom of expression, the right things, which they will,
freedom of thought, and all that stuff, because we don't have that oppresbut will they guarantee your Consti- sive, paternalistic, Eurocentric,
tutional rights? I think not, my document that allows them to say
what they really think. We are edufriend!"
and know what we shouldn't
cated,
What's the big deal?
say
on this campus.
"Exactly, what is the big deal?
"OK, then how could the College
The colleges say that this Hyde
thing will be an unnecessary in- sanctioning the First Amendment
trusion. Can you believe that? here at Wooster threaten the status
The First Amendment?. An un- -. quo? How could it interfere? How
necessary intrusion? Theji ; gotta, (cfuld it hurt?. How ' would it make
be kidding. What do they think? things so terribly unstable, that the
That the Bill of Rights isn't good school would never recover
I could leO ya, but Tm not allowed to.
enough for them?"
1-- 70,

e.

J-Boa-

ms

Huh?

"This is not College property and
here I am protected by the First
Amendment. If I go to the sidewalk,
and I am on College grounds, J am
notwtectedbythe Consumtiqnv..
I hated to burst his bubbl- e- he was
so gleeful but 1 told him that the
school's Code of Social Responsi

,

-

rded,

ooster Education Insufficient for 'Real Wor
What will Students Do Without An Administration ?

dents are left with no central auLAUREN COHEN
With a scant 3 12 months until thority, unsure of how to take
the class of 1992 will graduate, absolute responsibility for themthe question might be asked, selves, and unable to form rela"How well are the nation's col- tionships without the help of "getleges and universities preparing ting to know you" activities and
other such niceties offered by the
their graduates?"
Unfortunately, in terms of administration.
Julia Hodson
.

News Services socialization, former students
may find themselves unprepared.
The problem is not a lack of a
quality education. The problem
To Look Forward To
is that throughout the careers of
level. Most common in the early university students they have
part of any campaign, but a been confronted with an instituminiscule political life expect- tional infrastructure that makes
ancy seriousJy hampers any life outside of a college campus a
sightings after, voting season. difficult and unsettling experiPicking one for office is consid- ence.
College is supposed to be a
ered the same as choosing a fortune cookie after a rather unset- place where a student can go to
tling, expensive meal; it offers assert independence, to broaden
words of promise and prosperity, perspectives, and to experience
diversity. But the current setup
but it sure doesflTt relieve-th-e
indigestion or help pay the check. of the university system, includWe might not be better off than ing the system here at Wooster,
we were four years ago, but nei- encourages students to rely upon
ther are the Democrats, and it is a central administration which
difficult to place trust in a party acts as both mediator and Big
that still hasn't come to terms Brother to its constituents, the
students in the institution.
with itself.
securis"
After graduation, former stu
Next week: "Republicus

To illustrate this mediative
function, one need, only look at
the extensive speech and conduct,
codes enforced through the College of Wooster's Code of Social

1992 Election Candidates
Democrats Not Much
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Responsibility. Students, through
the Judicial Board, are offered a

.

seemingly magical solution to
their problems.
Two incidences in which the
Judicial Board is particularly utilized are in the cases of insensitive speech and sexual assault.
The Board is fairly good at
handling these issues quickly,
although they may not be the most
effective office for doing so. But
environment,
in a
access to such services is considerably more limited.
People who are discriminated
against in a verbal fashion have a
difficult time proving that an abusive situation occurred without
non-collegi-

ate

physical evidence, and women
who are sexually harassed or assaulted have a similarly difficult
time proving their grievances.'
In terms of control over students, many facets of life on campus are regulated through the administration. Students are told,
with limited choices, where they can
live, how many meals they can eat a
week, and how late they can visit
friends in other dorms. But after
leaving campus, there are no longer
any constraints, just as there is no
longer an instantaneous system for
solving problems. ;
College is supposed to prepare students for dealing with
difficult situations and choices.
Rather than causing the tendency
for students to gravitate to centralized and solutions and fixed
institutions, a college education
system should foster a spirit of
independence in its students. Un-

fortunately, the College of
Wooster does not seem to be able
to loosen the reins of decision
making and choice, leaving stu
solutions
dents with ready-mad- e
at Wooster, but not knowing what
to do once they graduate.
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Wick's Most ExceMeolt AdveMwe to
:

this time the culture shock wasn't
an immediate thing - "it's more
gradual, the poverty and all, it
'
builds and then it hits you." ,
"There's a great disparity between rich and poor on any given
street. There are BMW$ driving
by people who are sleeping on
'
benches and tables."
v
According to Wick, the average salary is about $800 (US) per
year. Adding that to the class
j differences between rich and poor
(10 percent of the people hold 60
percent of the wealth) and be- -.
tween rural (which accounts for
85 percent of the population), and
the urban economic situation is
in poor condition at best.'
Wick maintains, though, that it
is improving. Though Thailand
is notorious for government instability (apparently there have
been, since 1932. 20 constitutions and 10 coup d'etats) these
internal power struggles have
little effect on external affairs or
even significantly on the domestic- front:' "Arid eVeir" then;' when
one considers that compared to
many of its neighbors (Cambodia. Vietnam). Thailand is one of
the more stable countries in the
'
region.
Realizing that only through
peace can growth be achieved,
Thailand has been acting as an
intermediary between- - warring
factions in neighboring Cambodia, even granting haven to the
deposed Khmer Rouge party - to
the vocal displeasure of many
Cambodians. New investments
by Japan and Singapore are beginning to reap the benefits of
the huge (and, says Wick, mostly
untapped) market in South East
Asia and are setting a course for
future development in a war torn
' ""; .""
region.
Economics and politics, however, are not the only key issues
right now. According to Wick in
Bangkok (a city of approximately
6,000,000 people) there are about
500.000 prostitutes, both male
and female - some having con- tact with as many as 30 custom-- ,
ers each day - at S I a shot. The .
AIDS epidemic is reaching such
--
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Wkx Pancoast "93. in front or the "Palace" w the ancient capital
(15th -- 16th Century) or Alttya. north op Bangkok, Thailand.
began with classes at the National
JEREMIAH JENNE
University in Singapore and then
Voice Staff Writer
"And when I woke up there was a continued on for a semester at
University in
two-incockroach here (points to Tbammasat
The classes were
eyebrow) biting me or doing some- Bangkok.
taught in English and focused on
thing." -- D.Wick Pancoast '93
regional
studies of South East
excosable
Which is almost
as Thai culture, hiswell
as
Asia
origiwas
since the room that
and sociology.
archaeology
tory,
nally shown to Wick and his
were
not the foclasses
The
friend bad a bath simply crawlwere more
"they
says
Wick,
cus,"
ing with the little baggers. So
was
really
what
backdrop
to
a
the two decided on their present of
'
,
quarters where the roaches had happening."
were spent
a
day
hours
Three
unsensitivity
and
sufficient
the
the stuafterward
and
class,
in
the
in
place
derstanding of their
and
streets
the
wandered
dents
until
hide
food chain to at least
sight-seein- g
Bangkok,
of
bazaars
the time was right,
"
at temples and art museums
Some time ago there was a book
they ate in Thai restau-- "
night,
written called Ugly American but At
the author (I could look it up but rants and then headed out for the
my deadline looms ominously crowded shopping at the night
and besides I'm too damned tired) bazaars, most of which were
themselves crowded around the
never met Wick.
of Bangkok - the city's
center
from
Wick has just gotten back
red-ligdistrict.
a semester abroad program in
sighing,
Wick,
said. "It was alBangkok, Thailand.
much."
"It makes you take a look at most too
But the trip was not all bazaars
our way of life."
Wick and eight other Ameri- and museums. Wick, who had
cans studied in a program that been to Thailand be fore, said that
D.

ch

ht

sonants and 20 vowels.
ever, the Americans were forced
to speak on the terms of those
spoken to as very few people they
met spoke English.
"It was such an invaluable
pcrience," says Wick, "to get out
of Wooster for a. semester, it
makes the whole four years seem
to go by quicker as well as giving
you a fresh new perspective. If
you have a chance to do any kind
of abroad program do it."

his friends one night stayed at a
Wot, which is a Buddhist temple
found in rural areas. Sleeping
there and talking with the monks
and other guests, says Wick, was
an incredible experience.
' Wick knows a little Thai,
"enough for light conversation."
The language is tonal so sounds
become more important than
words - a difficult concept for
many Westerners. Also the Thai
alphabet has no less than 45 con
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epic proportions' there, says

Wick, nobody knows how many,
prostitutes are infected with HIV,
but the number is growing at a
frightening rate.
Yet, Thailand is also a land of
much beauty and culture that
dates back centuries. Wick and
-
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D. Wkx Pancoast 93 with a Burmese immigrant. This gentlemen
offered Wkx goods for sale so he could travel bacx to Burma.
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Semester in Birmingham: Students Serv e
Mayor and Explore City's Image
;
.

LYDIA. AMERSON
MARY BETH HENNINO

' '
Special to the Voice '
Birmingham - the historic
battlefield of the' Civil Rights
movement. We learned of the
city's history in our high school
and college classes, and remembered it as a site for bombings.
Hre hoses, and police dogs.
Our Urban Semester experience showed us how Birming

ham has struggled with its past
and made strides toward the fu-

ture.

For over twenty years,

Richard

Arrington,

Birmingham's current mayor,

has welcomed College of
Wooster students to explore aspects of urban politics. Our introduction to political life began on our third day in the city,
as we jumped into the mayoral

Continued on page 7

Feature
i
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Many Eeriences in Urban Studies Semester in Birmingham, Alabama
6 ' " sue. Through our polling, we
continually heard white, voters
campaign.
. . ..
Working on mayor Arlington's state that they had no good
campaign .. didates to choose .from' when
term
taught us how a campaign works faced with two black candidates.
from top to bottom: everything Even in the face of investigation
from recruiting "block captains" from a federal prosecutor. Mayor
(volunteers .who organize their .Arlington won., the., mayorship
city blocks) and addressing mail- with 62 percent of the votes:
Outside of the campaign, our
ings, to polling and press conferexperiences
included working
yjyences.
,.
:
closely with the mayor's staff as
While this was an election
between two black candi- we attended numerous planning
was still a central is- - meetings. Birmingham is build
race
dates,

ing a

n
dollar civil
museum
and institute
rights
which it is hoped will be the most
comprehensive account of the
Civil Rights movement ever. ;
Ye saw : a sculptor chip away
at a model for the statue of Reverend Fred Shuttlesworth. which
will welcome visitors s they;
approach the museum. Before
our: internship, had ended, the
construction had progressed from
blue prints to beams and a roof.
.This internship allowed us to

Continued from page
.

can-four- th

re-elect-

ion

;

-

pri-mari-

ly

multi-millio-

interact with all city departments,
from budgeting and community
development to the police.-'- .
We were' especially interested
in how the image of the police
had --changed since the 1960s.
With the history of the city in
mind, the police and other city
departments planned for demonstrators from Operation Rescue
with the utmost care. This time
there would be no police dogs,
hoses, guns, or any threats of e.
vio-lenc-

"...

.

.

:-

-

:

'

:

Campaign volunteers, staff
members, and other Birmingham
natives showed us warm southern hospitality during our stay.
This hospitality may have been a
product of the regional culture,
but we think it also had something to do with the people trying
to overcome the images of the
1960s. One might think that the
people of Birmingham would
want to forget about the past but,
to their benefit, they, acknowledge and learn from it.

Semester in the Gity of Roses (And No Lowry Food)
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less to say, being from a big this freedom came big responsi- was working on I.S. along with
mid western city, I was mesmerbility. I myself have never been . her job, and Marc, Jeff, and I had
ized by the beauty of nature, and accustomed to waking up for a books to read and papers to write,
by how refreshing an absence nine-to-fijob, with regulated which were sent back to Woo for
from the hustle and bustle of a breaks, during the day..
grading.
big city back East can be.
my
"of
one
Langer
'93,
Jeff
Although this past semester
.
Being away from campus had roomies, 'said, "Urban Semester : was a great experience, I'm not
many advantages: no Lowry food, -- is as close as a student can get to in as big a hurry to be "out there"
'
no classes, no practice, no meet- the real world." ' ; as I was my first and sophomore
ings and, my favorite,, no tests.
Now that I am back on campus,; years, and I don't think I'll miss
The Urban Semester gives the I can't wait to get .my three one single meal of LOWRY
student the chance, to be placed at i Equate meals' cTday!!lz ii Port TOODt
'
an agency at which he or
land I had eight hours of work
square
want to work after gradua- - and ' one and one-ha- lf
Alfred Thompson, a junior,
'
tion.
meals a day). ,
: r "
spent his fall semester in Portis not as land, along with Jeff Langer '93,
Playing "grown-up- "
It's all sort of like a preliminary "tryout."
easy as I once thought it was. Marc DeBree '93. and Heather
But we learned that with all One of my roommates, Heather, Larkin '92.

f &SI318XI&&(3

1X1

.-

.

Roses; as Portland is affectionately known, held many wonderful sights, sounds, and adventures
for us, four relative newcomers
to the Pacific Northwest. Our
first was searching the Portland
housing market for reasonable
Portland Trailblazers, really in-- -) and comfortable housing. After
triguedme. So, about 3300 miles only one discouraging day of this,
and three time zones later, I ar- - we decided to settle for the ole
rived in beautiful Portland, Or- faithful" of Portland Urban SeBe-- ,
egon on September third, and was f mester studentshousin
Tdire
in'our
weather;'
even
we
got settled
greeted by 93 degree
I would not be alone on this new place, we took a trip to the
expedition, called Urban Semes- - Oregon coast, where every picter. I met up with my three new ture you take looks either like a
roommates (yes, threelW), and painting or a setting for one of
we all found that the City of those natural calendars. Need
ALFRED THOMPSON
Special to the Voice
Presented with the opportunity
to go West very much intrigued
me. In fact, the possibility of
getting a chance to see my favorite NBA basketball team.' the
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'Walk In the Woods" Deals With Sensitive Topic
SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

Frit!ay.Jan24
Portrait Sale: 12--6 pjn.

Pre--

V

scheduled appointments preferred
in Lowry room 118.
Happy Hour at the Underground
from 7 JO pjn.
Video Marathon at the Under
ground from 8 pjn.-- l 1 ajn. $.50.

4

5--

Saturday.

IS

Taw

pjn. Same as
Jan. 24.
Midnight morie: Airplane!
al7J0, 10 pjn., and 12:00
Portrait Sale:

12-- 6

Maieer. S1DO.

Soccer Jam: Soccer Coaches Graham Ford and David Brown.
At the Underground S.75. 10-- 2
a.m. This is one of the big things
on campus this weekend.
No Classic Film because
SuperbowL
Monday. lannarr Yf A.

Tudav. Jannarr
pjn. Sidekicks

10-- 7

rr-

-

of the

2X

.

Registra- -'

tioi- - Lowry front Lobby. Low
cost, fun courses. New features:
Basic Bartending. Scottish
dancing.

While the Berlin Wall has come
down and the Soviet Union is no
more, the threat of an all out
nuclear war today is quite minimal. However, the relations between Soviet and American are
still far from perfect and the question of nuclear disarmament is
still being raised. That is the
concept behind Lee Blessing's
dramatic "A Walk In the Woods."
This very intriguing and entertaining piece will be performed
as part of a dinner theater sponsored by the SAB to be held at
The Underground beginning next
Thursday, January 30 and running until Saturday, February 1.
All shows will begin at 6:00 p.m.
and tickets are required for the
event.
The play features Frank Yoho
as Russian diplomat Audrey
Botvinnik and Richard Figge as
John Honeyman,. an American
diplomatYohp is a veteran ac;
if tor and director of 35 years in the
theatre and a featured performer
for the Wayne County Center for
the Arts.
Figge, professor of German at

Rjchaju) Figge and Frank Yoho will piesent "A Walx in the Woods"
'
1 AT 6 P.M. IN THE UNDERGROUND.
FROM JaNUAXY
30-FeBU-

AV

Wooster, is another seasoned veteran of the stage playing such
roles as Friar Laurence in
Shakespeare's "Romeo and
Juliet" and Clarance Darrow in a
one-ma- n
show which he took on
tour throughout the United S tates
and Europe.
The story takes place in the
woods outside a Geneva summit
conference. The two diplomats,
with their very personal and cautious beliefs of arms negotiations,
take a private walk discussing
their views with each other. The
delicate matter of which they discuss results in a verbal chess
match of which both men provide both disturbing and humorous outlooks into the matter o I
nuclear arms and international
relations between the two superpowers. What conspires is a
greater respect between both men
and the understanding and disillusionment of taking part of these
negotiations.
Tickets for, the event are required in advance and can be
purchased at the Lowry Centei
Information Desk for $5.00 fot
students and $8.00 for the general public. ,

Yrft?nd,aT.Jaa2?
Video at the Underground.
8 pjn. Cry Frttdom
10

1

Xna

Tct"v!it. Jan V)
Frfc!aT.1a.31&
Dinner Theatre: A Walk in the
Woods with Richard Figge and
Frank Yoba
6 p m. at the Underground.
Tickets at Lowry Front Desk-We- d,
Jan 22.
J5j00-Th- e
College of Wooster
students. Faculty & Staff.
SS-00-Woosttr

Wayne County Honors Band, the Future of Wooster?

P-m.2ta-

Community.

Limited seats!!!

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

Sunday afternoon, just before
that opening kickoff, come see
the future music prodigies of
Wooster as the Wayne County
Honors Band performs in McGaw
Chapel beginning at 2:30.
This is the seventh year that
Wooster has hosted the event
which recognizes the talent of
the top musical students of the
Wayne County High Schools.

Grutzmacher has close ties with the College will perform at the
the musical program in Wayne concert This year the Scot Symphonic Band will make an apCounty.
Not only does, the Wayne pearance, it's first of the year, as
County Honors Band recognize the guest band of the concert.
the talents of these students, but The program of the performance
also exposes them to more expe- will include "The Free Lance," a
rienced college musicians and the classic march piece by the great
college atmosphere to encourage John Philip Sousa, Clifton Wilthem to apply to Wooster and use liams "Symphonic Dance 3 (Fiesta)," and of course the ever
their musical talents here.
Honors
popular "Music from Scotland",
Band
As with previous
Since previously assisting at
a
High
School, performances, guest band of by the Scot Pipers and Dancers.
Wooster
The Honors Band is comprised
of such musically gifted students
as chosen by their music instructors at the various high schools
and is conducted by Nancy
Ditmer, professor of music at
Wooster.
Guest Conductor for the event
is Patricia Grutzmacher, director
of instrumental music at Kent
State University Stark Branch.
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Weekend Recitals
Fea tiifecf in Gault

i

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

tions on a Theme of Corelli."
On Sunday afternoon, another
Tomorrow evening, pianist recital will take place featuring
Reginald Rodgers of Anderson bassoonist Renee Anthony Dee,
University will be presented in a adjunct professor at the College.
guest recital performing several This performance will take place
works by Theodor Duda, assis- at 4:30 p.m. in Gault Recital Hall.
tant professor of music at In addition to. teaching at
Wooster." The performance will Wooster, Dee has also taught at
take place in Gault Recital Hall Baldwin-Wallac- e
Conservatory,
beginning at 7:30 p.m.
the University of Akron, and
Rodgers and Duda are both given private instructions in New
good friends who met at Mary York: She has degrees from both
College in North Dakota while Bald
and the Univer
both were. teaching. Rodgers sity of Akron. Dee ' currently f
holds degrees in piano perfor- plays with the Akron and
mance from Oberlin Conserva- Mansfield Symphony Orchestras
tory and the University of North and is a founding member of TapCarolina as well as his doctorate estry, an organized woodwind
from the University of Maryland. quintet based in Northeast Ohio.
He presently teaches piano at
Assisting in the performance,
Anderson University in Indiana. which will include Mozart's
The program includes "Ciaccona "Concerto in
for Bassoon
in Fa senza Mi," and "Polish and Orchestra," and Saint-Saen- s'
Dances (Homage to Chopin)," "Some pour Bassoon avec Piboth by Duda, as well as ano," will be Dana Brown on piBeethoven's "Sonata in E flat Ma ano, CTynthia Warren on oboe and
jor," and Rachmaninoff's "Varia- - Richard Dee as clarinetist.
l,r.-i'l.icv in m nannn nrij n eierY r.f U Mj.ir.mih (n v
win-Walla-
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Arts & Entertainment Calender

ning June 1 0 through Aug. 8, witlr
rehearsals in Wooster beginning
The Ohio Light Opera, a 62 May 18. The program for this
member professional repertory season includes "Tom Jones" by
company, will be holding audi- Edward
German,
"Die
tions for vocal and orchestra po- Fledermaus" by Johahn Strauss,
sitions Friday, Jan. 31 through "Brigands" by Jacques Offenbach
Sunday, Feb. 2. Auditions are by and "The Mikado" and "The Gonappointment only and will be held doliers" by Gilbert and Sullivan.
at Freedlander Theatre. Vocal- Appointments can be made by
5
ists should prepare a solo in En- calling the OLO at (216)
or (216)
glish and have a second selection
in a contrasting style available.
The Akron Symphony OrAn accompanist will be provided. chestra brings to life the beloved
Demonstration of movement abil- sounds of Big Band and Jazz on
ity and dramatic reading will be Saturday, February 1st at 8:00
requested. All performers are p.m. at the Akron Civic Theatre.
required to provide a resume and Special guests for the show inphotograph. Those auditioning clude .vocalist Dolores Parker
Guest Conductor
for orchestral parts will be evalu- Morgan
ated on the basis of technical pro- David B. Cooper. Morgan has
ficiency and musicianship as well performed and toured as featured
as sight reading skills. All
vocalist with both the Earl
are also expected "Fatha" Hines and Duke
to provide a resume. The OLO Ellington Orchestras. She has
will run for nine weeks begin recorded several original songs

y.

SHAWN PERRY
A&E Editor

263-234-

263-209- 0.

.-a-

nd

trumentalists

-ins-

'

T
FUNDRAISING
F

A

S
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PROGRAM

Fnarrnlrirs, sonxioes, student
dubs. Earn np to I000 in one
week. Plus receive a 1000
bonus yourselL And a FREE
WATCH just for casing
Ext 65.
1-800-9-

32-0528

1

.

Odetta, the legendary folk and blues artist, performed at the annual Martin Luther Kino
last Monday. The Wooster Jazz Ensemble opened the concert that took place in

JazzFest

McGaw Chapel.

v ..

with the Ellington Band as well
as appearing in films with Nat
King Cole, the Benny Carter Band
and was featured singer-piani- st
in "House of Strangers." Cooper
is Associate Editor at the Akron
Beacon Journal and a
jazz enthusiast. The pro-- . (
gram, will feature "Stardust,"
"Mood Indigo," ,"Take the A-- ..
Train," many Ellington classics'

Photo by Ian Lockwood.

i

self-proclaim- ed

'

January 28.., Lowry Center room 2502.51 5:30-- 7 p.nc.

'.;
'

'

the European Academic' term wiU shart theu" experiences from

-

and a special "jam session Tickets are $25. S15, and $10. Re-

V

Students returning from Urban Semester internships in
Birmingham, Portland, the Philadelphia Center, and
;

'

"t. 'their fall semester during dinner.

-

v

.

"

!

; vb For more information contact Charlotte Wahl,

Coordinator for Urban Semester,
The Urban Semester Internship program is open to all majors.

serve them by contacting the
Akron Symphony Office at (216)

i

s

.

Ext-246- 3.

,

535-813- 1.

MicccQcftVtrdS.OiahesB!

'.Alaska Summer

mployment-fisherie-

If yaipjnB99lficrEBtVtiiJ 4.0 after S3. L

s.

AU

Earn $50G0month. Free Transportation!
Room & Board! Over 8000 openings.
No experience necessary. Male or Female.
For employment program call

Student Employment Services

at

1-206-545-4155

Ext-21-

5
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The NFE: Super Bowl: Too Much Hype
Nor do I feel enriched learning what
able with cheese doodles and Thurman Thomas has for breakfast,
Budweiser than sculpture and Dylan what type of shoes Art Monk wears,
Thomas-- But for some of us il is a Marv Levy's favorite bedame story,
relaxing way to spend an afternoon, or the astrological signs of the Washespecially when treated, to such ington defensive secondary. Enough!
cliffhangers as DenverHouston and We have drifted away from a sporting
environment into a circus atmosphere
DenvetBuflalo.
capable
of spawning such deviant at
Anyway, back to the point at hand.
as Bud Bowl (although I
normalities
We seem to have gone overboard, and
no longer is the Super Bowl a highly admit that the alcoholic "athletes" usuanticipated game Jt isan EYENT(pref-erabl- y ally play a much closer game than their
human counterparts). Everyone and
spelled out in neon with corpohops on the Super Bowl
everything
gone
have
attached).
We
logos
rate
bandwagon
and rides it for all it is
interesting
to
and
informative
from the
this column is
Incidentally,
worth.
I
not
do
the obscure and ridiculous.
the 1992 Super
Column
of
theOfficial
and
mind knowing how well Buffalo
n
n
Bowl
Washington play indoors on turf, or
Perhaps it's just me. Maybe I am
how they have fared againsteach other
in past meetings. These facts give unable to grasp the significance of all
some insight into the match-u- p and the build-u- p arid activity. Maybe lam
allow some of us 10 perfect our John unaware of the tension and excitement
Madden impersonations at home. But created by player profiles and betting
I do not need to know how well Jim odds and musical numbers sung by
Kelly plays indoors at a temperature of 300 lb linemen. Maybe, but I also
70mfiofaarjwd'ccia5nin2
.trunkwe might be losing sight of the
'
redheads on an even mimbcred day in game itself. Tm worried that the Super
Bowl is beginning to take a back seat
:
,
an Olympic yean.i
excellence, for it is far more comfort

MICHAEL MATTISON
Voice Staff Writer

AMwugh unconfirmed as of this
due, there ire rumors floating around
that we may finally be able to rid
ourselves of one of the more obvious
of social ills; the extra week before the
Super BowL At the start of this year's
playoffs many people were talking
about returning to a one week layoff
between the AFQNFC championship
games and the Super BowL I, for one,
would like to add my full support to
such an idea. For too long we have had
to suffer theTiype that two weeks can
reportbring (remember the
ing on Jim McMahon's backside after
his "mooning" incident in New Orleans?). What we need is a quick,
build-u- p
to the last
simple, seven-da- y
game of ihc football season, no more,
no less.
Of course I realize that even seven
days may be too long for some people,
especially those' wba view football
wilh disdain and consider il barbaric. I
am by no means suggesting that football be afforded a position of cultural
in-de- pth

21:

to everything else. Someday we might us throw the pigskin, not slogans. Let
find ourselves going straight from the us get back to grown men running into
interviews, pa- each other at full speed, instead of
e
hype to the
ventures embarrassing themselves by talking.
commercial
new
rades, and
Let us cast off a week, and save ourbothering
even
for the victors. without
to noun that nobody played a football selves an eternity.
We need to simplify our lives and
game But who won? Doesn't matter.
Not as long as money wasmaderprod-uct- s concentrate on what really matters. If
we discard a useless week of
were sold and every fan was fulspeculation, and pure junk,
filled by learning their favorite player's
our attention to topics of
turn
wecoukl
me,
has
reminds
(which
fantasy
secret
Maybe something
importance.
real
Bowl
Super
special
up
a
anyone set
win
will
the World Series?
hke.who
900 number yet?).
ifLpuPinella
Hey.doesanybodyknow
i However, it is not too late. They do
Taurus?
plan on playing a game this weekend. is a
and discussion will undoubtedly con- unue about eliminating the extra week. .
w:
..we owe
aH
tr
aA itt to
cim
to sup
II think
ti ourselves
back
to
the
us
get
Let
idea.
port the
is
a
game.
This
one
week,
basics; one
usethe
chance to eliminate some of
less hype that clutters our papers, airwaves and minds. Let us leave irrelevant statistics arxlrtetorK to the politicians, who are so much better at it
anyway. Let us get back to a football
game, not a media extravaganza that Graduate degree programs
corrodes the fabric of our society. Let (MA, Ph.D) in International
post-gam-

over-reportin-

1

EDUCATION
FOR THE
BEALWOKLD

.

Affairs with an emphasis on

MEN'S BASKETBALL

Scots to be !TestedAg'ssfciV!lfitt.enb:sgoTomorrow
fcr

Continued from page 12

;

maintain there lead behind the inside
play of Scott Meech 95 and Doug

Oine95.
They (Meech

and Cline) picked up
their scoring," said Moore after the
game. Meech and Cline combined for
13 of the Scots 27 second half points.
Again the Scots defense was good
as they forced Denison into 20 turnovers and came up with 12 steals.
Buchanan and Mike Morgan 94
hounded Denison's point guard Kevin
Frye into four turnovers and to three--

shooting from the field.
We played good defense early on,"
said Moore.
The Scots defense was suffocating
when at one point in the first half they
held Denison without a field goal for
seven minutes.
George Mix on ended the drought
with a lay-u- p.
Mix on, Denison's leading scorer,
was held to only four points as he only
attempted five shots from the floor.
"Scott Meech and Doug Cline did a
good job in holding Mixon, there lead- -

of-te- n

The Scots only conferpoints," said Moore. Tigers, 54-5-9.
The Fighting Scots will need the ence loss and only Division III blemsame defensive intensity tomorrow ish.
The Tigers come into the game
night when they take on the Tigers of
Wittenberg. The game will be at ranked tenth in the country and are in
first place in the conference with a 8--0
Annington Field House at 7:30.
The Scots come into the game trying conference record and a 13-- 3 overall
to avenge a December 7 loss to the record.
ing scorer, to

acccpTCO

and Conflict
Comparative Development
International Economics

l1 Uta
222 ID. Liberty St.

autosound

-

hi end audio

Regstrafion:

North-Sou- tn

2-430-

...

pjn.

k

Also At Cedar Point.
Friday, January 3

';

p- - -

;

Thursday. January 30

:

Registration

by oppointment

Repoir serulce for most brands
Student discount with 1.0. card
WHERE QURLITV IS NOT EHPENSIUE

Student who are interested in
Interamerkan issues are particularly
encouraged to apply for

DratoUncn

Competitive Prices
Knowledgeable Soles Stoff

in ; i:im

ft NortfrSouth Center

Monday. January 27
Ohio State University

Quality Products

r

'

Columbus, Ohio:

264-21- 61

Butosound installation

Apply by February 1
for assistantships
and other financial aid.

130:30p.m.

Registration:

--I
.

(AudtHona

mtmrtM

,

&?t..

.

Bowling Green, Ohio:
Bowtog Green Kale Urwefsrty
Universrty Union Ohio Suite

i3a

mteramerican Studies
American
Relations)
Soviet and East European
Studies
Middle East Studies
International Relations
International Business .
Management
International Security

Corning
Soon
To Location Near You
Friday. January 24

-

nt

(US.-Lat- in

Performers
Musicians
Technicians
Berenstaln Bears

-

policy-releva-

Area and Functional Fields;

.

St-

MasTtacaiD

video

issues.

A

pisa

audio

contemporary

'

T

g,

230-43- 0

f
p.rrC

"

"

V"

togki ppr irtiwf ty 1 S.

ftr roltrtkoo apn)

For addrtxxiai srtes and further ntormafxxi contact

Point LJvs Shows
Odar
Sandusky. Ohio
(419)627-239- 0

Center Graduate Assistantships.

:

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
IMERMTIONAL mJDIES
v

"

Admissions, Room 388
Coral GaNes,R33li4-301- 0

.(305)

TV

'

284173

IT UNIVERSITY

OF

mm
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Track Opener Toiridrrow... Weather Permit
coming as well.
. Tomorrow's meet will be composed entirely of relays, including the field events, in which the
winner of each relay will be the
team (composed of two participants) with the best combined marks.
Head coach Dennis Rice commented, MFor this early meet situation, we're going in not being
too concerned about individual
times but striving as a team to be
in the top four or five in the con- -

DAN HA WES

Voice Sports Writer
The track team will begin com
petition tomorrow in the NCAC
relays at OWU weather permitting.
Last Friday's meet at Ohio
Wesleyan was, in fact, held but
Wooster decided not to go due to
heavy snowfall on the roads.
A new quad meet has been
scheduled at OWU on Jan. 31
with Oberlin and Case Western

NCAC Standings
MEN'S BASKETBALL
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WOOSTER-IN-MEXIC-

O

SLIDE AND INFORMATION SESSION
TUESDAY, JANUARY 28
8:00 P.M.
"
LOWRY CENTER 119

346 E. Bowman Sl
. Wooster, Ohio
44691
05

ming at age six, and continued competing into her high school years

DONT FORGET .. .

FLAIR
216-264-6S-

.Ml

"Within walking distance

DISCOUNTED INTERNATIONAL
AIRFARE AND STUDENT
I.D. CARDS AVAILABLE.

hi

Connor Appears in
Sports Illustrated
JASON GINDELE

Voice Sports Editor
look-- in- - the recent
"STake
Sports Illustrated (January 20
1992) and you'll see a familiar
face.
Carissa Connor '92 is high
lighted on page 73 in the "Faces
in the Crowd section of the
weekly magazine.
Connor led the Wooster Held
hockey team to second place in
the North Coast Athletic Con
ference and scored 20 goals for
the

13-5-

fall.

-1

Lady Scots this past

She was also named

NCAC Player of the Year and a

Division III
At Wooster, Connor is also a
member of the women's la
y
crosse team.
Connor is the third athlete
from the College to appear in
Sports Illustrated this year.
MphatsoNamwali '93 (soccer
football) and Brian Grandison
92 (football) were mentioned
in separate issues of SI during
'
the fall season.
All-Americ- an.

--

TRAVEL WITH

800-347-65-

WAA RELEASE

ihf

2

Podgorny '92, Susan Louis '92,
and Beth Blakemore '92. The
sprint medley includes, O'Niell,
Roberts, Marya Cross '93, and
Susan Roberts '94 at the anchor
spot. The two mile relay will
include Hunt, Louis, Roberts, and
Julia Judson '95. The mile relay
will be composed of O'Niell,
Roberts, Podgorny, and Cross.
"This meet, with all the schools
in the conference coming, will
give us a good indication on how
competitive we'll be throughout
the season, though I can tell you
right now that we're a good
team," said Rice. :

Mchele Alvitti

10

"r5

shot for the women.
The half mile relay will be run
by Link, Shannon O'Niell '94,
Ahprille Andrews '94, and Clare
Roberts '94. The distance medley: Marcy Hunt '94, Nicole

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

.

4
v

.

First-Ye- ar

K i O

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
W

rs

three runners of each team to
decide the winner. The squad
will include Adam Myers '94,
Mike Rachita '92, and Dave
Stouffer '94.
Decided in the same way as the
5000, the high hurdle relay will
feature Rogers, Salverta, and
Brian Gallagher 93.
The Scot jumpers set a meet
record last season and promise to
make another strong showing
with Marando, Hunter, and
Gallagher in the long jump, and
triple jumpers Gallagher, Pete
Hourigan '93. and Eric Dyrhsen '93.
The shot put relay, including
Shawn Judge '93, Scott Danison
94, and Marc DeBree '93, wraps
up what coach Rice thinks is a
"very well rounded men's team."
Christina Rogers '94 and
Jannette Link '92 will put the

Some people are born to run; oth- Jbprn toswim. The latter seem to . wiieejshe qualified for the state meet
5 10 i f th
Alvitti 'OS "A ' four years in a row. Alvitti has also
ritc frw Hf
member of Wooster's swim team, competed in track and field, setting
13
3
Alvitti is also the first person in her high school records in the javelin and
class to be named Athlete of the Week. shot put.
A teammate pushed for Alvitti to
Her goals in swimming include
OVERALL
be recognized for her high spirit and scoring at the upcoming conference
W
L
enthusiasm
"She's always at the meet and, eventually, qualifying for
cheering
poolside,
on the team." Last nationals. "By my senior year, at
O
11
in
Indianapolis,
weekatameet
Alvitti least," Alvitti comments.
10
5
surprised some spectators, going into
She also plans to join the track
two events seeded 21st and 16th and team this spring, keeping an eye on
3
12
pulling through to finish 12th and the school record for the javelin. Her
9
6
11th, respectively.
personal best for the javelin, she ad7
5
Swimming competitively is noth- mits modestly, is already two feet
ing new for Al villi. She started swim
over Wooster's school record.
3
10

6

3

ference.
The running relays include a
sprint medley, with Dan Hawes
'95 (200), Mike Hunter '94 (200),
Peter Hoopes '93 (400), and Peter Banks 95 (400), the half mile
relay (4x200) consisting of Pieter
Salverta '95, Eric Rogers '95,
Hawes and Mark Marando '92,
the mile relay (4x400), using
with Dan
those same first-yeaDickey '94 anchoring, and the
two mile relay (4x800), said by
coach Rice to be "stacked," includes Jason Hudson '93, James
McMillen '92, Paul Kinney '95.
and Jeff Beck '92.
The distance medley boasts
Hudson (800). Dickey (400),
McMillen (1200) and Beck
(1600).
In the 5000 relay the officials
will add up the times from the

I

PAST PARTICIPANTS WILL SHARE EXPERIENCES
AND ANSWER QUESTIONS.
DAVID MILLER, DIRECTOR OF FINANCIAL AID,
WILL PROVIDE INFORMATION
ABOUT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE.

QUESTIONS?
CONTACT: JIM CITRON AT EXTENSION 2074

0 FOR COLLEGE
Scholarships, Grants and
Financial Aid

Free Information
1-800-USA-1221

exL 2033
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WoOSter Bounces Back tO Beat DenisOIl

SWIMMING ft DIYING-- .

-

-

Invite

1992

;;,,::y..,

Ives ito be Evaluation Meet'

The second half saw Wooster step JOSH LEVENTHAL
for the dual meet against them this
'
up the defense. Excellent ball denial Voice Sports Writer
; "
weekend."
forced Denison into turnovers while
The men too were led by many
Wooster s mens and women s
the half court defense caused them to swim teams traveled to Indiana last individual performances including
Brian
take errant shots.
weekend to compete in the India- those turned in by
The Scots were getting high per- napolis Invitational against 14 Vereb 92 and Andrew Shulz "92.
centage shots on offense, thanks in schools, in which the men took sev- Vereb scored in both the 200 fly and
part to poor defense by Denison. enth and the women came away with the 100 and 200 backstroke, while
Corretxa Jones 92 was hitting from a fifth place finish.
Shulz scored in the 200 breaststroke.
outside enabling Wooster to get the
Many swimmers led the women's
When asked about his feelings on
ball inside lo Lasonya Crawl 92. team lo it's fifth place finish against the meet Vereb stated. "This was the
They finished with 24 and 12 points. tough competition, including some team's last chance for a multi-da- y
respectively.
Division I schools.
meet, hopefully preparing us for conWooster commuted very few turn
Coach Keith Beckett was particu- ference. Unfortunately with 14 teams
overs and ran the fast break well in larly impressed by the performance the meet lasted forever." ,
t t
"We still of Katie Erdman "92 who scored in
winning going away 69-5-5.
Tom Hungerford won the 1650
do not make good decisions on the both the 1650 and 500 yard freestyle freestyle and scored in the 500
break like we would like to. but are and Katy Schnell "94 who was a triple freestyle to help lead the team.
getting better. said head coach Chris scorer in the 100 and 200 yard backWhen discussing the men's team
Han.
stroke and the 200 freestyle.
Beckett stated. The men finished
The Lady Scott carrieda nine game
Beckett also made note of the per ahead of Wittenberg which should
winning streak into Saturday's game formance of Lynn Whitley "95 who pump them up for the dual meet (this
against 1 1 0 Ohio Wesleyan. It was scored in the 400 yard LK1. Heather weekend.)"
quickly ended by the Battlin Bish Johnston 94 and Liz B ugbee 94 who
Coach Beckett summed up the
ops; who outplayed Wooster in every each scored, jrj the breaststroke events. .weekend's competition by saying,
wenoy rreeDurn vz "It was ah evaluation meet, where the
facet of the game.
Wooster scored the first basket of who scored in the sprint freestyle.
swimmers were evaluated and we
the game, but then went on a 6:50
.When asked how the team per noted what changes should be made
scoring drought to fall behind 10-formed overall Beckett stated, "The for the rest of the season." ' This weekend the Scots travel to
The Ohio Wesleyan defense was only downside for the women is that
giving Wooster all sorts of problems. Wittenberg scored a point ahead of Wittenberg for a big conference dual
They forced the Lady Scots into bad as, but hopefully that will fire us up meet.shoo and created turnovers with their
MEN'S BASKBTBATJ.
overplaying defense.
On offense the Banlin Bishops were
on fire from the field, hitting from
both the outside and the inside. The
Lady Scots trailed 35-2-0 at halftime.
fensively. Buchanan scored 14 first
The second half was much of the DINO DISANTO
- half points on seven-of-nifrom the
same as Ohio Wesleyan continued to Voice Assistant Sports Editor
Brian Buchanan 3 scored a sea ..floor.
hit from outside. They owned the
Buchanan, himself went on a 0
offensive boards, getting many sec son high 15 points Wednesday night
ond chance points while allowing in leading the Fighting Scots to a 62- - first half run. His run started with a
Wooster none. Bridgete Smoot "94 41 North Coast Aihletic Conference 16 foot baseline jumper and ended
was the one bright spot for the Lady victory over the Big Red of Denison. with a eight foot jumper from the
Wooster moved their record to 8--1 right side pushing the. Scots lead to
Scots, as she finished with 2 1 points.
15.31-1The Lady Scots have completed in the conference and 15--2 overalL
The Scots were never seriously ' The first half scoring ended when,
half their conference schedule and
currently stand in third place in the threatened in the game. StanAukamp with four seconds left. Erich Riebe
"92 hitalayup2:29 into the game that "92 buried a lough 15 foot jumper
conference.
. Coach Hart feels the team has been gave the Scots a 6--4 lead that they from the right wing to give Wooster
a 9 half time lead. .
improving throughout the year but would never relinquish.
AukampandBuchanun led the first
still has lots of room for improveRiebe's jumper gave him seven in
half
charge.
ment: "We need to be more consisAukamp scored six of the first half, which included a
tent on offense and must be able to the Scots first 16 points, and finished
Riebe finished the night
execute better," stated Hart She also the first half with eight points on with nine points in 38 minutes of
' '
stressed the need to improve the teams
shooting. He ended the error free ball. ;
defense: "We can close the gap be- night with 14 points and five reDenison's Mike Foster tried to keep
tween us and the teams we lost to by bounds.
the Red Raiders close. Foster scored
"Stan played one ofhis best game's a game high 18 points on
improving defensively."
The Lady Scots will have a chance of the year," said head coach Steve
shocking. Thirteen of Foster's
to do this Saturday as they travel to Moore.
points came in the first half.
Buchanan, though, played well
Wittenberg, a team that easily deThe second half saw the Scots
feated Wooster earlier this year.
Wednesday niht offensively and de Continued on page 10
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PETER JAMES
Voice Sports Writer
After bemg thoroughly outclassed
by undefeated Ohio Wesleyan on
Saturday 7647. Wooster bounced
back on Wednesday to defeat rival
running its overall
Denison 69-5in the conference.
record to
It was their ninth win in the last ten

they would never relinquish. Evans
'92 started the run with a three point
play. She finished with 1 1 points, all
of which came in the second half.
The first half was close throughout
with Wooster leading almost the entire way. Both teams were playing
excellent defense, forcing the offenses
to slow down the pace of the game.
Wooster
led by as many as eight
.fames..
11-4
run
five
An
minutes into the several times but was unable to exsecond half broke open a close game pand those leads, only leading 4
and gave Wooster a 47-3-4 lead that at half.
5,

12-3.7-

-2

-

28-2-
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35-1-
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four-of-s- ix
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seven-of-elev- en
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